
Are You Creating Your 
Tipping Point? 



Agenda

What’s a tipping point?

Business tipping point

Biological tipping point



What’s A Tipping 
Point
“The point at which 
a series of small 
changes or incidents 
becomes significant 
enough to cause a 
larger, more 
important change”



Hush puppies – In 1994 sale were 
down to 30,000 annually in US –
getting ready to be discontinued

Hipsters in Soho started buying them 
from thrift shops

Two designers noticed and put them in 
their shows

Took off and sold 430,000 that year 
and continued to climb in the following 
years



That’s the dream 

Do a few things – word spreads – your 
business take off

“Hitting it out of the park”

Not the reality

Normally success is a serious of tipping 
points

More attainable



Study – to get university students to 
get a free tetanus shot

Divided participant into groups – gave 
them different booklets – with various 
degrees of fear

High fear group  said they understood 
the importance and would get one

But they didn’t at any higher rate than 
the low fear – only 3% of all 
participants got the shot



Malcom Gladwell re-did the study and 
made one small change

He included a map to where to get the 
shot with the times available to do it

Participants getting the shot rose to 
28%

Why – it went from just information to 
something practical – no longer 
theoretical



Three Aspects
1. Connectors – people who know a lot 
of people – trendsetters and usually 
know other connectors – spends a lot 
of time staying in touch with people

2. Mavens – tell connectors what’s hot 
– keep track of trends and information

3. Sales Persons – charismatic –
develop rapport and trust easily

All three are helpful – other can do this 
for you or you can be all three



The key is to do small changes or steps 
that build so it creates a momentum

But it does not have to take off

It just has to take you to a level that is 
higher than where you were

And then you continue and build some 
more

Most successful business can probably 
identify several tipping points as they 
grew



When you reach a new level – there 
will be variation in the level

You have to decide what small changes 
will correct things if things start to 
drop

And what changes can move things 
forward to a new tipping point

How does this relate to what we do?



Business
All about message and reach

Most business coaching focus more 
message than reach

Reach is mainly discussed using social 
media

When I see my colleagues not succeed 
as they wish – it’s reach that is missing

Most people are not reached on social 
media



This means getting out, talking with 
people, networking still has a 
tremendous advantage

Targeted or random networking

You can be a connector

You probably are already a maven

And that means you just have to work 
at being a sales person



Or
You can meet other connectors

You can meet mavens

And you can have someone help with sales at 
some point

Referrals are a form of helping with sales

Other practitioners are both mavens and 
connectors

Clients can be both

It does not have to be local



Example
Cultured Coconut

Told it contains 4 trillion per tbsp

I check it out – had some questions – call the 
owner – she sent me lab reports

I passed on this info to members of my 
programs and what I thought we could do with 
this

Yesterday, she emailed that not only had she 
hear form my members, she seen an increased 
in sales in TO and other markets

I’m the maven – members are the connectors



Catch 22
If you only focus on one aspect of 
business (the one you want the most) 
– you may miss other things that will 
help you

On the other hand

If you diversify your activities too 
much, you won’t have enough time to 
devote to what you really want to 
achieve



I Diversified A Lot

Did not realize what I 
was doing

But I was connecting 
and being a maven

My first attempt at an 
online program was a 
tipping point

Didn’t realize it at the 
time

Seeing it in this light 
now - helps me plan 
where to go



So What Are You Doing To Connect?
Do you think about this – do you see things you do or could do?



Ask Yourself These Questions:
Who do you know today that you did not know 
six months ago or a year ago?

How much time do you spend finding areas 
where your people may be?

Have you found any good ones?

Do you really feel like you know what service or 
programs you want to offer?

Are you thinking how to make it better or 
adjusting it based on results you’ve experienced?



Do you feel more involved with your 
key community?

Can you look at something you did and 
say “well that didn’t accomplish all 
that I wanted but at least I know this 
now”

Do you think in these terms?

Can’t create a tipping point if you don’t 
make small changes



Biological Tipping Point

The term is used now beyond business

Environmental “tipping point”

Not a good thing

The speed of change refers to faster 
environmental issues

It could be used to describe aging

It could be used to describe illness



But
Can also be use to described “healing”

What would a healing tipping point look like?

With most clients –there’s trial and error

Trying different things is “connecting”

Develop new techniques or researching is the 
“maven aspect”

“Sales” is convincing the client to do things

That’s from your perspective



What does the body’s tipping point 
look like – does the criteria apply

We don’t who the maven of the body 
is (the brain? the liver? The emotions?)

Connectors are definitely the gut, liver, 
adrenals

And only the body know who’s doing 
the selling?

We may never know



Think about a cut on your hand –

First couple of days it does not seem to 
do much 

The scab forms – then it falls off

But after that healing seems to speed 
up and before long it’s gone

Same procedure when you have the flu 
or a cold



For Me
My endometriosis 
“tipping point” was the 
addition of the Renew 
Life probiotics –

Not probiotics as I was 
on HMF Forte

My exercise issue 
tipping point when I 
slept better

My sleeping better 
tipping point was the 
weighted blanket



When you have a client – their concerns are 
“acute” for them like the cut on the hand

They start some recommendations – there is a 
bit of progress with some and none with others

Then something they do tips them so that  it all 
goes faster

They feel empowered – it that what causes the 
tipping point

Is this emotional? Maybe



Getting the client to the “tipping 
point” is what turns them into 
someone who refers

Some people don’t know anyone to 
refer

But if the client happens to be the 
“connector” type – then you’ll see the 
referrals

80/20 rule



Thought is a good thing 

Stress + Rest = Growth

This is a athletic formula but it’s true 
for business or health

So when you’re trying to do all this you 
need a period where you do a bunch 
of stuff 

– then stop and regroup to decide 
what to do next



Eventually you’ll create the tipping point to take you to 
the next level


